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Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the very survival of the Shadowhunters in Cassandra Clare's
Queen of Air and Darkness, the final novel in the #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark
Artifices trilogy. Queen of Air and Darkness is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price of
true love? Innocent blood has been spilled on the steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold of
the Shadowhunters. In the wake of the tragic death of Livia Blackthorn, the Clave teeters on the brink
of civil war. One fragment of the Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the source
of the disease that is destroying the race of warlocks. Meanwhile, Julian and Emma take desperate
measures to put their forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous mission to Faerie to retrieve the
Black Volume of the Dead. What they find in the Courts is a secret that may tear the Shadow World
asunder and open a dark path into a future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race against
time, Emma and Julian must save the world of Shadowhunters before the deadly power of the parabatai
curse destroys them and everyone they love.
When seventeen-year-old orphaned shapechanger Tessa Gray is kidnapped by the villainous Mortmain in his
final bid for power, the London Institute rallies to save her, but is beset by danger and betrayal at
every turn.
Quincy has the same dream every year on Christmas Eve - of finding a little boy holding a special gift
for her under the tree - and every Christmas morning, she's awoken to find a gift wrapped in tinfoil
with her name on it... When school resumes after the winter break, Quincy's class discovers they have an
unusual new transfer student named Cupid. Ridiculously cute and friendly, the new boy has everyone both
enamored and confused. Those antlers can't be real...can they?? With Cupid having seemingly set his
sights on Quincy, it seems she'll be having a memorable year indeed!
After a boating accident takes her beautiful singing and speaking voice from her, Elyse d'Abreau, the
youngest of six sisters, leaves her home in Tobago to stay in an Oregon seaside town where Christian
Kane, a notorious playboy, challenges her to express herself and to overcome her fear of the sea.
Shadowhunters and Downworlders
Reindeer Boy
The Shadowhunter's Codex
Pale Kings and Princes
Two Moon Princess

As a former vampire, Simon gets along with Downworlders. The Clave does not. One of ten
adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. As a former vampire, Simon’s always
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been sympathetic to Downworlders. But after a training exercise goes wrong, he gets a
glimpse into the Shadowhunters’ prejudice as he learns about the origin of Helen and Mark
Blackthorn, principle characters in The Dark Artifices. This standalone e-only short
story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling
series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments,
Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. Pale Kings and
Princes is written by Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman. Read more of Cassandra Clare’s
Shadowhunter Chronicles in The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and The Bane
Chronicles.
Lady MidnightSimon and Schuster
The New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling collection of short stories chronicling the
adventures of Simon Lewis as he trains to become a Shadowhunter is now available in print
with ten brand-new comic illustrations! Simon Lewis has been a human and a vampire, and
now he is becoming a Shadowhunter. The events of City of Heavenly Fire left him stripped
of his memories, and Simon isn’t sure who he is anymore. So when the Shadowhunter Academy
reopens, Simon throws himself into this new world of demon-hunting, determined to find
himself again. Whomever this new Simon might be. But the Academy is a Shadowhunter
institution, which means it has some problems. Like the fact that non-Shadowhunter
students have to live in the basement. At least Simon’s trained in weaponry—even if it’s
only from hours of playing D&D. Join Simon on his journey to become a Shadowhunter, and
learn about the Academy’s illustrious history along the way, through guest lecturers such
as Jace Herondale, Tessa Gray, and Magnus Bane. Written by Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees
Brennan, Maureen Johnson, and Robin Wasserman, these moving and hilarious short stories
are perfect for the fan who just can’t get enough of the Shadowhunters.
Forbidden love, danger and vengeance . . . Read the first book in the Dark Artifices
series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author and the queen of fantasy, Cassandra
Clare, in a stunning new anniversary edition. This luxurious hardback edition of the
international bestseller includes new bonus material, and an exclusive introduction from
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the author. This is the perfect series for fans of Leigh Bardugo, Sarah J. Maas,
Alexandra Bracken and existing fans of the Shadowhunter novels. DISCOVER THE BREATHTAKING
WORLD OF THE SHADOWHUNTERS. In a secret world where half-angel warriors are sworn to
fight demons, parabatai are partners in battle; best friends. Parabatai can be everything
to each other - but they can never fall in love. Emma Carstairs is a warrior, a
Shadowhunter. Alongside her parabatai, Julian Blackthorn, she patrols Los Angeles, where
vampires party and faeries - the most powerful of supernatural creatures - teeter on the
edge of war with Shadowhunters. When the bodies of humans and faeries are found murdered
in the same way Emma's parents were when she was a child, an uneasy alliance is formed.
They must solve the murders . . . before the murderer targets them. Each clue Emma
unravels uncovers more secrets. What has Julian been hiding from her all these years? Why
does Shadowhunter Law forbid parabatai to fall in love? Who really killed her parents and can she bear to know the truth? A story of forbidden love, danger and vengeance, from
the Queen of Fantasy
Ashes to Ashes
Lady Midnight; Lord of Shadows; Queen of Air and Darkness
Queen of Air and Darkness
Chain of Iron
A Dark and Hollow Star
"Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter world. Chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends
band together to fight the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary's own brother. Nothing in this world can defeat Sebastian--but if they journey
to the realm of demons, they just might have a chance.."-Emma Carstairs is a Shadowhunter - the best in her generation. Together with her best friend and parabatai Julian Blackthorn, she patrols the
streets of Los Angeles, where faeries - the most powerful of supernatural creatures - teeter on the edge of open war with Shadowhunters. But
when bodies of murdered humans and faeries continue to turn up, Emma and Julian must strike an uneasy alliance with their supposed enemies in
order to find the killer. Meanwhile, an extremist faction of Shadowhunters called the Cohort will do anything to seize power and turn
Shadowhunters against Downworlders once and for all. Emma, Julian, and their friends must embark on a series of quests into the realms of
Faerie and beyond in order to save the Shadow World as they know it - even as a deadly and ancient curse threatens to destroy them and everyone
they love. . . This beautifully packaged boxed set includes: Lady Midnight Lord of Shadows Queen of Air and Darkness
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Simon’s journey to become a Shadowhunter nears its end as his Ascension ceremony draws closer. One of ten adventures in Tales from the
Shadowhunter Academy. Simon’s Ascension ceremony draws near in this brilliant conclusion to Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. This
standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New York Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments,
as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments,
Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. Angels Twice Descending is written by Cassandra Clare and Robin
Wasserman. Read more of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in The Infernal Devices, The Mortal Instruments, and The Bane
Chronicles.
Part thriller, part romance, The Friend Scheme is another twisty #ownvoices YA novel from Cale Dietrich, author of The Love Interest. Matt’s
father is a criminal with high hopes that his son will follow in his footsteps. His family is at war with another, and Matt’s dad is caught in the
crossfire. Matt and his older brother are expected to fight for their family. But deep down Matt has other ambitions—and attractions. When he
meets Jason, Matt believes he might be falling deeper than friendship for the first time. The boys keep their connection a secret, and soon Matt
suspects that Jason is part of the family that tried to kill his father. The truth, however, is even more shattering, and Matt must decide if he can
ever break free and own who he really is and who he is meant to love.
The Apprenticeship of Victor Frankenstein, Book Two
Lord of Shadows
The Dark Artifices, the Complete Paperback Collection
The Dark Artifices. Book one
A Mortal Instruments Reader
A #1 New York Times bestseller! “A rip-roaring adventure merged with satisfying romance.”
—Entertainment Weekly “[A] swashbuckling launch to the Eldest Curses series.” —Publishers Weekly From
#1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare and award-winner Wesley Chu comes the first
book in a new series full of “swoon-worthy romance [and] abundant action” (Publishers Weekly). The Red
Scrolls of Magic is a Shadowhunters novel. All Magnus Bane wanted was a vacation—a lavish trip across
Europe with Alec Lightwood, the Shadowhunter who against all odds is finally his boyfriend. But as soon
as the pair settles in Paris, an old friend arrives with news about a demon-worshipping cult called the
Crimson Hand that is bent on causing chaos around the world. A cult that was apparently founded by
Magnus himself. Years ago. As a joke. Now Magnus and Alec must race across Europe to track down the
Crimson Hand before the cult can cause any more damage. Demons are now dogging their every step, and it
is becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their quest for answers becomes increasingly dire,
Magnus and Alec will have to trust each other more than ever—even if it means revealing the secrets
they’ve both been keeping.
Think Mary, Kat, and Lillia have nothing left to lose? Think again. The fiery conclusion to the Burn
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for Burn trilogy from New York Times bestselling author of To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before (soon to
be a major motion picture!), Jenny Han, and New York Times bestselling author of The List, Siobhan
Vivian. They only meant to right the wrongs. It was about getting even. Burn for burn. But the fire
they lit kept raging…Reeve ended up hurt, then Rennie ended up dead. Everything will turn to ash if
they don’t stop what they started. But now that Mary knows the truth about what happened to her, will
she want to? Secrets drew Lillia, Kat, and Mary together. The truth might tear them apart.
A #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Sunny Los Angeles can be a dark place indeed in Cassandra
Clare’s Lord of Shadows, the bestselling sequel to Lady Midnight. Lord of Shadows is a Shadowhunters
novel. Emma Carstairs has just learned that the love she shares with her warrior partner and parabatai,
Julian Blackthorn, isn’t just forbidden—it could destroy them both. She knows she should run from
Julian. But how can she when the Blackthorn family is threatened by enemies on all sides? Their only
hope is the Black Volume of the Dead, a spell book of terrible power. Everyone wants it. Only the
Blackthorns can find it. Spurred on by a dark bargain with the Seelie Queen, Emma; her best friend,
Cristina; and Mark and Julian Blackthorn embark on a journey into the Courts of Faerie, where
glittering revels hide bloody danger and no promise can be trusted. As dangers close in, Julian devises
a risky new scheme that depends on the cooperation of an unpredictable enemy. But success may come with
a price he and Emma cannot even imagine, one that will have repercussions for everyone and everything
they hold dear.
When his grieving father orders the destruction of the Dark Library, Victor retrieves a book in which
he finds the promise of not just communicating with the dead, but entering their realm, and soon he,
Elizabeth, and Henry are in the spirit world of Chateau Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.
Shadowhunters Slipcase (2019)
Ghosts of the Shadow Market
A Novel
Clockwork Princess
Clockwork Angel; Clockwork Prince; Clockwork Princess

"Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her parabatai Julian Blackthorn race to stop a demonic plot that threatens Los
Angeles"-A #1 New York Times Bestseller! The Shadowhunters must catch a killer in Edwardian London in this dangerous and
romantic sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling novel Chain of Gold, from New York Times and USA TODAY
bestselling author Cassandra Clare. Chain of Iron is a Shadowhunters novel. Cordelia Carstairs seems to have
everything she ever wanted. She’s engaged to marry James Herondale, the boy she has always loved; she has a new
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life in London with her best friend Lucie; and she bears the sword Cortana, a legendary hero’s blade. But the truth is far
grimmer. Cordelia’s marriage is a lie, arranged to save her reputation, while James remains in love with the Grace
Blackthorn. Cortana burns her when she touches it. And a serial murderer is targeting the Shadowhunters of London,
killing under cover of darkness, then vanishing without a trace. Now Cordelia, James, and Lucie must follow the trail of
the killer through the city’s most dangerous streets. All the while, each is keeping a shocking secret: Lucie, that she is
attempting to raise the dead; Cordelia, that she has sworn a dangerous oath of loyalty to a mysterious power; and
James, that he himself may be the killer they seek.
"A fictional guide to the Shadowhunter's universe"-View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
The Friend Scheme
Farthest Field: An Indian Story of the Second World War
The Dark Artifices Box Set
Pretend I'm Dead
In this first book of the Dark Artifices series, "Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her
parabatai Julian Blackthorn race to stop a demonic plot that threatens Los Angeles"-Explore the world of the Mortal Instruments with Cassandra Clare and more Join Cassandra
Clare and a Circle of more than a dozen top YA writers, including New York Times
bestsellers Holly Black, Rachel Caine, and Kami Garcia, as they write about the Mortal
Instruments series, its characters, and its world. Inside you'll read: • A cinematic
tutorial on why the best friend (Simon) always loses out to the bad boy (Jace) • The
unexpected benefits of the incest taboo • What we can read between the lines of Alec and
Magnus' European vacation • The importance of friendship, art, humor, and rebellion • And
more, from the virtues of Downworlders to the naughty side of Shadowhunting
Simon and Clary reunite as they witness a Parabatai ceremony…and discuss their own plans
to be bonded. One of ten adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. Simon and
Clary act as witnesses to the parabatai ceremony of Emma Carstairs and Julian
Blackthorn…and discuss their own parabatai plans in this precursor to The Dark Artifices.
This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1
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New York Times bestselling series, The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a
Shadowhunter. Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra
Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last
Hours series. The Fiery Trial is written by Cassandra Clare and Maureen Johnson. Read
more of Cassandra Clare’s Shadowhunter Chronicles in The Infernal Devices, The Mortal
Instruments, and The Bane Chronicles.
Dragons and their riders compete in an international sports tournament in this alternate
contemporary world fantasy Lana Torres has always preferred dragons to people. In a few
weeks, sixteen countries will compete in the Blazewrath World Cup, a tournament where
dragons and their riders fight for glory in a dangerous relay. Lana longs to represent
her native Puerto Rico in their first ever World Cup appearance, and when Puerto Rico’s
Runner—the only player without a dragon steed—is kicked off the team, she’s given the
chance. But when she discovers that a former Blazewrath superstar has teamed up with the
Sire—a legendary dragon who’s cursed into human form—the safety of the Cup is
jeopardized. The pair are burning down dragon sanctuaries around the world and refuse to
stop unless the Cup gets cancelled. All Lana wanted was to represent her country. Now, to
do that, she’ll have to navigate an international conspiracy that’s deadlier than her
beloved sport.
The Dark Artifices, the Complete Collection
The Fiery Trial
The Red Scrolls of Magic
Angels Twice Descending
The Stunning New Edition of the International Bestseller
All three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy are now together in one boxed set! Step back in time with the Shadowhunters with
this eBook collection of the New York Times bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy. Passion. Power. Secrets. Enchantment. The Shadowhunters of the Victorian Age
delve into all of these—in addition to darkness and danger—in the Infernal Devices trilogy, packaged in an eBook collection that includes Clockwork Angel,
Clockwork Prince, and Clockwork Princess.
Will Poppy has always been fascinated with writing - he thinks there’s something almost... magical about it. But when his mother passes away, Will finds himself
stuck living with his awful aunt, unable to write a single word (despite the fact that two Muses will not leave him alone), and handed a mysterious package which
includes an old picture of his grandparents and a piece of cloth with the words "The Griffin of Darkwood" on it. When his aunt decides to move both of them to
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a small village, Will is excited for a new adventure, and in a castle no less! But after a rude welcome to the town that includes stories about a curse, and an
introduction to the servants of the castle who evidently mean to cause him harm, Will’s sense of dread about the whole village rises. What is the curse the villagers
all claim has been on the castle for hundreds of years, and what does it have to do with the disappearance of a young girl forty years ago? More importantly,
what’s The Griffin of Darkwood, and what does it have to do with Will and his family?
All three books in the #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling Dark Artifices trilogy are now available together in a collectible paperback boxed set. The
Dark Artifices is a sequel series to the internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments series. Emma Carstairs is a Shadowhunter—the best in her generation.
Together with her best friend and warrior partner Julian Blackthorn, she patrols the streets of Los Angeles, where faeries—the most powerful of supernatural
creatures—teeter on the edge of open war with Shadowhunters. But when bodies of murdered humans and faeries continue to turn up, Emma and Julian must
strike an uneasy alliance with their supposed enemies in order to find the killer. Meanwhile, an extremist faction of Shadowhunters called the Cohort will do
anything to seize power and turn Shadowhunters against Downworlders once and for all. Emma, Julian, and their friends must embark on a series of quests
from the Sunset Strip to the enchanted sea that pounds the beaches of Santa Monica, and deep into the realms of Faerie and beyond in order to save the Shadow
World as they know it—even as a deadly and ancient curse threatens to destroy them and everyone they love. This beautifully packaged boxed set includes: Lady
Midnight Lord of Shadows Queen of Air and Darkness
A very special anthology that's a must for all fans of the Shadowhunter novels! Featuring characters from Cassandra Clare's international best-selling novels
from the Shadowhunters world including The Mortal Instruments, The Infernal Devices and The Dark Artifices, this anthology showcases beautifully illustrated
portraits from Cassandra Jean - creator of The Shadowhunter Tarot - alongside never-before-known details from Cassandra Clare about all your favourite
characters.
The Infernal Devices
The Midnight Lady and the Mourning Man
Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy
Boy Proof
A History of Notable Shadowhunters and Denizens of Downworld

A collection of eleven short stories, previously published online, that illuminate the life of the enigmatic, flashy, and flamboyant High
Warlock of Brooklyn, Magnus Bane, a character in The Mortal Instruments series.
“I have not lately read a finer book than this—on any subject at all. . . . A masterpiece.” —Simon Winchester, New Statesman The
photographs of three young men had stood in his grandmother’s house for as long as he could remember, beheld but never fully
noticed. They had all fought in the Second World War, a fact that surprised him. Indians had never figured in his idea of the war, nor
the war in his idea of India. One of them, Bobby, even looked a bit like him, but Raghu Karnad had not noticed until he was the same
age as they were in their photo frames. Then he learned about the Parsi boy from the sleepy south Indian coast, so eager to follow his
brothers-in-law into the colonial forces and onto the front line. Manek, dashing and confident, was a pilot with India’s fledgling air
force; gentle Ganny became an army doctor in the arid North-West Frontier. Bobby’s pursuit would carry him as far as the deserts of
Iraq and the green hell of the Burma battlefront. The years 1939–45 might be the most revered, deplored, and replayed in modern
history. Yet India’s extraordinary role has been concealed, from itself and from the world. In riveting prose, Karnad retrieves the story
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of a single family—a story of love, rebellion, loyalty, and uncertainty—and with it, the greater revelation that is India’s Second World
War. Farthest Field narrates the lost epic of India’s war, in which the largest volunteer army in history fought for the British Empire,
even as its countrymen fought to be free of it. It carries us from Madras to Peshawar, Egypt to Burma—unfolding the saga of a young
family amazed by their swiftly changing world and swept up in its violence.
To Andrea, the life of a princess is not a dream; it's tedious and stifling. But the certainties of her life, both good and bad, are thrown
into chaos when she accidentally travels to an alternative world, from a cave on a forbidden beach in her family's kingdom to the warm
and carefree life of Southern California. Then a careless visit to the cave results in terrible consequences: a brewing war between
kingdoms, her sister's love for the wrong man, Andrea's own conflicted feelings for an enemy leader, and dark family secrets exposed.
Andrea needs to act to resolve problems which she helped to create, and she faces many difficult choices, torn between duty and desire
on so many levels. Readers will enjoy the mix of traditional elements of the fantasy genre, with fresh ideas and a look at our culture
through the eyes of a stranger.
A #1 New York Times bestseller! From #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Cassandra Clare comes an exciting short story
collection that follows Jem Carstairs as he travels through the many Shadow Markets around the world. Ghosts of the Shadow Market
is set in the world of the Shadowhunters. The Shadow Market is a meeting point for faeries, werewolves, warlocks, and vampires.
There, the Downworlders buy and sell magical objects, make dark bargains, and whisper secrets they do not want the Shadowhunters
to know. Through two centuries, however, there has been a frequent visitor to the Shadow Market from the very heart of the
Shadowhunters’ world. Jem Carstairs is searching through the Shadow Market, in many different cities over long years, for a relic
from his past. Follow Jem and see—against the backdrop of the Shadow Market’s dark dealings and spectacle—Anna Lightwood’s
doomed romance, Matthew Fairchild’s great sin, and Tessa Gray as she is plunged into a world war. Valentine Morgenstern buys a
soul at the Market and a young Jace Wayland’s soul finds safe harbor. In the Market is hidden a lost heir and a beloved ghost, and no
one can save you once you have traded away your heart. Not even Jem.
Blazewrath Games
City of Heavenly Fire
Griffin of Darkwood
Lady Midnight
Such Wicked Intent
All three books in the #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling Dark Artifices trilogy are now available together in a
collectible hardcover boxed set. The Dark Artifices is a sequel series to the internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments series.
Emma Carstairs is a Shadowhunter—the best in her generation. Together with her best friend and parabatai Julian Blackthorn,
she patrols the streets of Los Angeles, where faeries—the most powerful of supernatural creatures—teeter on the edge of open
war with Shadowhunters. But when bodies of murdered humans and faeries continue to turn up, Emma and Julian must strike an
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uneasy alliance with their supposed enemies in order to find the killer. Meanwhile, an extremist faction of Shadowhunters called
the Cohort will do anything to seize power and turn Shadowhunters against Downworlders once and for all. Emma, Julian, and
their friends must embark on a series of quests from the Sunset Strip to the enchanted sea that pounds the beaches of Santa
Monica, and deep into the realms of Faerie and beyond in order to save the Shadow World as they know it—even as a deadly and
ancient curse threatens to destroy them and everyone they love. This beautifully packaged boxed set includes: Lady Midnight
Lord of Shadows Queen of Air and Darkness
All three books in the #1 New York Times bestselling Infernal Devices trilogy, are now available together in a collectible paperback
boxed set. The books have gorgeous new covers, maps, forewords, and bonus content. Passion. Power. Secrets. Enchantment.
Enter the secret world of the Shadowhunters with this handsomely packaged boxed set that includes Clockwork Angel, Clockwork
Prince, and Clockwork Princess. The villainous Mortmain and his terrifying clockwork army are on the move to destroy the
Shadowhunters. Can Tessa, Jem, and Will stop his infernal plot? This complete collectible set of three paperback volumes is a
perfect gift for newcomers to the series and for loyal fans alike.
“Beautifully written and deliciously complex…I couldn’t get enough.” —Nicki Pau Preto, author of the Crown of Feathers series
The Cruel Prince meets City of Bones in this thrilling urban fantasy set in the magical underworld of Toronto that follows a queer
cast of characters racing to stop a serial killer whose crimes could expose the hidden world of faeries to humans. Choose your
player. The “ironborn” half-fae outcast of her royal fae family. A tempestuous Fury, exiled to earth from the Immortal Realm and
hellbent on revenge. A dutiful fae prince, determined to earn his place on the throne. The prince’s brooding guardian, burdened
with a terrible secret. For centuries, the Eight Courts of Folk have lived among us, concealed by magic and bound by law to do no
harm to humans. This arrangement has long kept peace in the Courts—until a series of gruesome and ritualistic murders rocks
the city of Toronto and threatens to expose faeries to the human world. Four queer teens, each who hold a key piece of the truth
behind these murders, must form a tenuous alliance in their effort to track down the mysterious killer behind these crimes. If they
fail, they risk the destruction of the faerie and human worlds alike. If that’s not bad enough, there’s a war brewing between the
Mortal and Immortal Realms, and one of these teens is destined to tip the scales. The only question is: which way? Wish them
luck. They’re going to need it.
Jen Beagin’s funny, moving, fearless debut novel introduces an unforgettable character, Mona—almost 24, cleaning houses to get
by, emotionally adrift. Handing out clean needles to drug addicts, she falls for a recipient who proceeds to break her heart in
unimaginable ways. She decamps to Taos, New Mexico, for a fresh start, where she finds a community of seekers and cast-offs.
But they all have one or two things to teach her—the pajama-wearing, blissed-out New Agers, the slightly creepy client with
peculiar tastes in controlled substances, the psychic who might really be psychic. Always just under the surface are her memories
of growing up in a chaotic, destructive family from which she’s trying to disentangle herself. The story of her journey toward a
comfortable place in the world and a measure of self-acceptance is psychologically acute, often surprising, and entirely human.
The Infernal Devices, the Complete Collection
The Summer of Chasing Mermaids
The Bane Chronicles
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The Lost Herondale
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her need to protect him from the consequences of a
forbidden romantic partnership, a situation challenged by her relationship with Mark and his efforts to
regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.
Simon learns the worst crime a Shadowhunter can commit: desertion of their comrades. One of ten
adventures in Tales from the Shadowhunter Academy. In the early nineteenth century, Tobias Herondale
abandoned his fellow Shadowhunters in the heat of battle and left them to die. His life was forfeit,
but Tobias never returned, and the Clave claimed his wife’s life in exchange for Tobias’s. Simon and
his fellow students are shocked to learn of this brutality, especially when it is revealed the woman
was pregnant. But what if the child survived…could there be a lost Herondale line out in the world
today? This standalone e-only short story follows the adventures of Simon Lewis, star of the #1 New
York Times bestselling series The Mortal Instruments, as he trains to become a Shadowhunter. Tales from
the Shadowhunter Academy features characters from Cassandra Clare’s Mortal Instruments, Infernal
Devices, and the upcoming Dark Artifices and Last Hours series. The Lost Herondale is written by
Cassandra Clare and Robin Wasserman.
Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the very survival of the Shadowhunters in Cassandra Clare’s
Queen of Air and Darkness, the final novel in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark
Artifices trilogy. Queen of Air and Darkness is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price
of true love? Innocent blood has been spilled on the steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold
of the Shadowhunters. Their society now teeters on the brink of civil war. One fragment of the
Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the source of the disease that is
destroying the race of warlocks. Meanwhile, Julian and Emma take desperate measures to put their
forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous mission to Faerie to retrieve the Black Volume of the
Dead. What they find there is a secret that may tear the Shadow World asunder and open a dark path into
a future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race against time, Emma and Julian must save the
world of the Shadowhunters before a deadly curse destroys them and everyone they love.
A Time Magazine 100 Best Young Adult Books of All Time Selection "This novel's funny first-person
narrative will grab teens (and not just sci-fi fans) with its romance and the screwball special
effects."– Booklist Meet Egg. Her real name is Victoria Jurgen, but she's renamed herself after the
kick-ass heroine of her favorite sci-fi movie, Terminal Earth. Like her namesake, Egg dresses all in
white, colors her eyebrows, and shaves her head. She always knows the right answers, she's always in
control, and she's far too busy — taking photos for the school paper, meeting with the Science Fiction
and Fantasy Club, and hanging out at the "creature shop" with her dad, the special-effects makeup
wizard — to be bothered with friends, much less members of the opposite sex. As far as Egg is
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concerned, she's boy proof, and she likes it that way. But then Egg meets a boy named Max, a boy who's
smart and funny and creative and cool . . . and happens to like Egg. Could this be the end of the world
— at least as Egg knows it?
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